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1. INTRODUCTION 
Suppose that in a ballot candidate A scores a votes and candidate B scores b votes. 
The votes are drawn one at a time and the I J different possible orders of draw­
ing are assigned equal probabilities. Denote by a r and pr the number of votes registered 
for A and B respectively among the first r votes counted; r = 1, 2, . . . , a + b (notice 
that a r and pr are random variables and a r + fir = r). Let c be a non-negative integer 
and a ^ fib where \x = 0. Denote by P, the probability that the inequality a r > \i$r 
holds for exactly j values among r = 1, 2,. . . , a + b, by P* the probability that 
a r ^ /i/?r holds for exactly j values among r = 1, 2,. . ., a + b, and by P** the prob­
ability that a r > npr - c holds for exactly j values among r = 1, 2,. . . , a + b. 
The ballot problem was first formulated by Bertrand [4] in 1887. He discovered 
that 
(1) Pa-
a + b 
if Ji = 1 and this was proved in the same year by Andre [2]. Also in 1887 Bar bier [3] 
found that 
(2) P f l + 6 = °-^ 
a + b 
if ju(^0) is an integer and this was proved by Aeppli [1] in 1924. Similarly we have 
(3) p:+b = ^ ^ 
a + 1 
if \x = 1 and 
a + 1 — \xb 
a + 1 
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(4) P:+Ь = 
if JU(^O) is an integer. Formulae (3) and (4) are simple consequences of (l) and (2) 
respectively. 
In later years several authors, viz. Dvoretzky-Motzkin [8], Grossman [12], 
Takacs [14] and Mohanty-Narayana [13] have given the alternative proofs of the 
ballot problem. 
In 1962 Takacs [14] proved that for an arbitrary \i _t 0, 
a + ЬІ-=O la + b 
J 
where C0 = 1 and the constants Cj (j = 1, 2,. . . , b) are given by the following 
recurrence formula: 
(6) tf'/wi't-iy' <*-'•'•-> 
where [k/i] is the greatest integer 5^k/z. If /z is an integer, then Ci = —\i(}— 1,2,... 
..., b) and (5) reduces to (2). Also in 1962 Takacs [15] proved that 
(7) P* = ~ u 0 - -.2 a + 6) 
a + b 
if a and b are relatively prime numbers and \x = ajb. 
It is interesting to mention here that Chung and Feller [7] have proved an analogue 
to (7). They have also found the distribution of the number of subscripts for which 
either 
ar > flr or ocr = pr but ocr_1 > Pr_i , r = 1, 2, . . . , a + b . 
In 1963 Takacs [16] derived the complete probability distribution {P,-} of the num­
ber of strict lead positions, provided a > jxb, where // is a non-negative integer. 
He has also obtained an expression for P**fc and deduced that for \i = 1, 
fa + A 
(8) P a *: 6 = P{a r > /?, - c for r = 1, 2, . . . . a + b} = 1 - )
a + c{ . 
er) 
The result (8) can directly be derived by using random walk model (see [18], p. 212). 
In 1964 Engelberg [9] has derived the complete probability distribution of the 
number of strict and weak lead positions, viz. {PJ and {P*}, for \i = 1, in an 
'unconditional' ballot problem (where only the total number of votes Lis given and 
all 2L possible arrangements of counting are equally probable). 
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In 1965 Engelberg [10] has determined the complete probability distribution 
{P*} of the number of weak lead positions, provided a _ /Lb, where /. is a positive 
integer. She has also obtained the distribution [Pj] for \i. — 1 and a = b. In the 
general case both these complete probability distributions {P,} and {P*} have been 
determined by Takacs [17]. 
Bizley [5] derived formulae for P0 and Pa+b_1 in case \i = a/b. Bizley [6] also 
made a conjecture concerning the complete probability distribution Pj for j = 0 , 1 , . . . 
. . . , a + b in the case fi = ajb. Bizley's [6] formula was proved by Takacs [19]. 
In this paper we shall give the probability distributions of the following random 
variables. 
number of subscripts r = 1, 2 , . . . , a + b for which ar = 
= fir - c. 
number of subscripts r = 1, 2, . . . , a + b for which ar = 
= /?r — c b u t a r „ ! = /? r_! — c — V 
number of subscripts r = 1, 2, . . . , a + b for which ar = 
= Pr — c but a r_! = /?,,_! — c + 1, 
number of subscripts r = V 2, . . . , a + b for which ar = 
= pr - c but a r_! = pr_! - c - 1 and a r + ! = /? r + 1 - c + 1, 
number of subscripts r = 1, 2, . . . , a + b for which ar = 
= j. r - c but a r_! = pr„! - c + 1 and ar+1 = pr+1 ~ c - 1, 
number of subscripts r = 1, 2 , . . . , a + b for which ar = 
= Pr - c but a r_! = £ r_! - c - 1 and a r + ! = Pr+ x - c - 1, 
number of subscripts r = 1, 2 , . . . , a + b for which ar = 
= ^ r - c but ar_ i = pr_! - c + 1 and a r+ x = Pr+ x - c + 1, 
where c is a non-negative integer. Similarly, we define the random variables Sa
c)
b9 
K,ic\ Kb\ Kb\ Kic\ °a~,bc) and < ( c ) respectively by replacing c by - c in the 
above definitions. 
2. THE METHOD 
Consider a sequence of auxiliary random variables 0l9 0 2 , . . . , 9a+b such that 
0k (fc = 1, 2 , . . . , a + b) can acquire only one of the values + 1 or — 1 in accordance 
with the rule: 




(ІІІ) c + ř-c) °a,b 
(ІV) Л-(-c) Пa,Ъ 
(v) 
Л + i-c) 
Пa,b 
(vi) rj-(~c) °a,b 
(vii) r/ + ( " c ) 
°a,Ь 
,1 the k-th vote is cast for A , 
fc = . _ 1 ; r t h e fe_th v o t e j s c a s t f o r B 
J + l ifi 
[ - 1 Іfl 
and let S 0 = 0, S t = ! + 2 + ... + к, 
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Then Sk denotes the position at the moment x = k of a moving particle performing 
a random walk on the y-axis. Thus each vote sequence represents a path from (0, 0) 
to (a + b, a — b). We assume that all I J possible different paths are equally 
probable. For convenience of writting we introduce the following symbols: 
Fab a path from (0, 0) to (a + b, a — b). 
R(t) point a point (k, Sk) for which Sk = t. 
P(|)(P(!)) an R(t) point (k, Sk) such that Sfc__ = t + 1 ( S ^ . = * - 1). 
W(y the segment of a path included between two consecutive P(f) points 
with St < t at the intervening positions. 
I7!*,,* an F_jb with ; R
(t) points. 
Ffl-M an Fab with j U_? points 
Hm a path from (0, 0) to (m, n) reaching the height n for the first time 
at the m-th step. 
N[...] number of paths of the type ..., e.g., 
3. DISTRIBUTION RESULTS 
Theorem 1. For a _~_ b — c, c > 0, 
P) f : * ) p M ? . J ) . * - ' a ^ b
i : ; : ; 1 (°+:;r')• 
Proof. To establish (9), consider a vote sequence with Sa~b
c) = j . The correspond-
ing path is an FJab_c. Let OP!P2 . . . P , Q (Fig. 1) be a n F _ ^ _ c path wi th jK
( " c ) 
points at Pi(fi, —c), P2(i2, — c), . . . , and Pj(ij, — c), say respectively; 0 < it < 
< i2 < . . . < ij < a + b. Consider this path as divided into three segments, viz. 
OPuPxPj, and PjQ. Reflecting OPt about origin, i.e., replacing (0_, 02, ..., 0r i) 
by ( — 0i, — 02, •••> —0i_) we get an H
c
t path. In the segment PiP, change the signs 
of those 0's which lie above the line y = — c. Now P_Py consists of (j — 1) W{~c). 
Removing 0 i l + 1, 0 i 2 + 1 , ..., and 0ij._1 + 1 from the beginning of each W
(IC) and then 
joining the remaining segments end-to-end, in order, the segment PiP; thus transforms 
to an Hj~_1il_y+1 path. Reversing the order of the last segment PjQ, i.e., replacing 
(0;.,+ 1 , 0 o + 2 , . . . , 0 _ + _ ) by (0 a + 6 , 0 f l + b _ 1 , . . . , 0 i y + 1 ) yields an Ha+
b
b% path. On 
joining these three transformed segments end-to-end, in order, we get finally an 
KZlljlV-1 path. 
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Since any one of the (j — 1) Wi~~c) can be reflected in the line y -= — c to gi\Q 
an FJab_c path, there will be 2-





J~1 path. Thus the probability we seek for is 
p {e*c> - J)=(ai by v-1 w w f f " 1 ] , 
leading to (9) by [11, p. 89]. 
ťo+Ь, o - 6/ 
У r - C 
Hjrc) 
Fig. 
Theorem 2. FOr a ^ b — c, c > 0, 
(10) (':ь)íKł-.л-(. a + Ъ a + c + j 
Proof. To derive (10),consider a vote sequence with Sa£
 c) = fc. The correspond-
ing path is an Fk~b..c path which can be shown to be in one-to-one correspondence 
with an fl;;SJ?cV2*+1 path. Let OPPXP2 . . . PkQ(fig. 2) be an F
k
a~f_c path with 
Ғig. 2 
k R(SC) points a t P 1 ( i j 9 — c), P2(/2, — c ) , . . . , and Pk (ik, — c), say. Let P be the point 
(i, S f) such that St = —c for the first time; 0 < i < ix < i2 < ... < ik < a + b. 
Consider this path as divided into three segments, viz. OP, PPk, and PkQ. Reflecting 
OP about origin, i.e., replacing (0 1 ? 02, ..., 0f) by ( - 0 ! , — 0 2 , . . . , -0*) we get an 
ìбi 
H] path. In the segment PPfc change the signs of those 6's which lie above the line 
y = —c Now remove 0i+u 0il + l, 9h + l9..., a n d 9ik_l + l. Add ( + 1) after each 
0.v ^»2' •••' anc* 0»v The segment PPfc thus transforms to an H
2
k_t path. Reversing 
the order of the last segment PkQ, i.e., replacing (9ik+u 9ik+2,..., 6a+b) by (9a+b, 
9a + b „ u . . . , £>ife+1) and adding ( + 1) at the end we get an H"+|,+ i-lk path. On joining 




path. By reversing the above procedure it may be seen that this transformation 
is one-to-one. Thus the probability we seek for is 
(Н) ("^V^røtГ2^1] 
a + b 
a 
a + b 
a + c + k 
a + b 
a + c + k + 
J | , (by[П,p.89]) 
whence (10) follows by using the equality 
pRT c ) _j} = ZI JKT c ) = fc}-
k = j 
Results (3) and (8) are now simple consequences of (10) as shown below. 
Setting k = 0 in (11), replacing c by t and then summing the resulting expression 
over t from 0 to c — 1, we get the probability of the event that a,. > fir — c for 
r = 1, 2,. . . , a + b. The corresponding path from (0, 0) to (a + b, a — b) will be 
such that it does not touch the line y = — c. Thus 
P{aг > ßr - c for r = 1 , . . . , a + b] = £ 
ŕ = 0 
я + ò 
tf + t 
a + Ь 
a + ř + 1 
a + 
which is in agreement with (8). 
Setting k = c = 0 in (11), we get: 
P{ar ^ ß r for r = 1, . . . , a + Ь} = 
a - b + ì 
a + 1 
which is in agreement with (3). 
Now we quote below other results which can be derived similarly by using combina-
torial arguments as used above. 
(i) For a __ b — c, c > 0, 
(.2) (• : > . r « _>-(.;-,;}_.) 
(13) (» + ") P {<<-> - 3) - (° / ) P K i - = 1} -
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_ a - b + 2c + 4j / a + b + 2 \ 
a + b + 2 \a + c + 2; + 1/ 
Ub-c-j-
04) r:ip{<(r)=j}= E 
a + b\ n f _ - ( _ c ) = ., ^ -
c " 1 + 1 ) / 2 ] a - b + 2c + j + 3m 
a + b— 7 — m + 2 
j + m — 1\ /a + b — j — m + 2\ 
m — 1 / \ a + c + m + 1 / 
(15) ŕ« + "V MГ> - ň - m"Tm - • + -'+> + *—« 
a/ m = o a + b— j — m + 1 
// + m\ fa + b - I - m + l\ 
\ m J \ a + m + c / 
(ii) For a = b + c, c > 0, 
(16) ía + b)p{#:l-j} = 2 ^
a - b + j - 1 (a + b-j + l 




(2i) ('íW-o-T-'*'*1-' m -= i a + b— j — m + 2 
j + m - l \ /a + b - j - m + 2\ 
m — 1 / \ a + m J 
(22) ("•;», p K r -;) - T « - > + ; + »• + '. 
1 = 0 a + b — j — m + 1 a 
//' + m\ fa + b — j — m + 1\ 
"l m y l a + m + 1 y 
We note that results (16) — (22) are independent of c. 
(iii) For a = b, c = 0, 
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(23) (a + b)P {<> = ;} = 2S
 a^±±l (a + b~j). 
\ a J a + b - j \ a J 
Relations (10), second part of (13), (14), (18), (20) and (22) hold also for c = 0. 
Setting j = 0 in (23), we get 
P{ar>r3r for r = V 2, ..., a + b} = * 
a + b 
verifying the classical ballot problem (1). 
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Souhrn 
NĚKTERÉ VÝSLEDKY O ROZLOŽENÍCH 
NA ZOBECNĚNÝCH PROBLÉMECH HLASOVÁNÍ 
JAGDISH SARAN, KANWAR SEN 
Předpokládejme, že při hlasování kandidát A dostal a hlasů, kandidát B dostal b 
hlasů, a že všech ( 1 možných hlasovacích posloupností je stejně praděpodob-
ných. Označme a r (resp. fír) počet hlasů odevzdaných pro A (resp. B) mezi r prvními 
hlasy, r = 1, . . . , a + b. Jednoduchými kombinatorickými metodami se v článku 
odvozují pro a ^ b — c pravděpodobnostní rozložení určitých náhodných veličin 
spojených s průběhem hlasování. Jde o náhodné veličiny rovnající se počtu indexů 
r = 1, . . ., a + b, pro něž (i) a r = /?r — c, (ii) a r = /?r — c, a l e a , ^ = t3r^1 — c + 1, 
(iii) a r = Pr — c, ale a r _! = pr_t — c + 1 a a r + 1 = /? r + 1 — c ± 1, kde c = 0, 
+ 1, + 2 , . . . . Některé známé výsledky Andrého (1887), Takácse (1963) a jiných 
autorů jsou jednoduchými důsledky dokázaných vět. 
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